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1 Introduction
Throughout this article q = 2e, e^\. The reader is assumed to have a general
familiarity with GQ (see [10] for a thorough introduction), and in particular to be
familiar with the construction of a GQ starting with a #-clan. (These GQ are often
called flock GQ because of the connection between flocks of a quadratic cone and
#-clans first pointed out in [13].) For a thorough introduction to this construction
when q = 2e, see the Subiaco Notebook [7], which is available on the web page of
the second author. This unpublished "monograph" is based on several articles by a
variety of authors, but we refer the reader to [7] for specific references.
S. E. Payne, T. Penttila and G. F. Royle [9] used a computer to generate several
specific GQ of order (q2, q), the largest with q = 216 = 65 536. Some of the smaller
examples had already been discovered earlier. These GQ were called cyclic because
they admit a group of collineations acting as a single cycle on the q -f 1 lines through
the point (oo). The classical GQ, the so-called FTWKB GQ, and the Subiaco GQ
were already known to be cyclic in this sense, and the new ones seemed certain to
belong to a new infinite family. W. E. Cherowitzo, C. M. O'Keefe and T. Penttila [4]
discovered a new infinite family that appeared to include the examples given in [9],
and they gave the name Adelaide to all the new associated geometries, i.e., the GQ,
the flocks of the quadratic cone, the ovals, etc. Remarkably they gave a unified construction that included the three previously known infinite families as well as the new
Adelaide family. (See [12] for a rather complete survey of the known flock GQ and,
for q even, the associated herds of ovals, as well as much other material related to
ovals.)
However, [4] leaves several questions unanswered. In particular, there is no proof
that the unified construction always gives a cyclic GQ, i.e., includes the examples of
[9]. In this paper we provide the proof (this material also appears in [8]) as well as
showing that there arises just one new GQ and one new oval (up to isomorphism) for
each q. We also provide a clarification of the relationship between the group of collineations of a GQ and the magic action (see [6]) used in [4] to establish the stabilizer
of the Adelaide GQ. The stabilizer of the Adelaide oval, not completely specified in
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[4], is shown to be the complete stabilizer in [11]. Finally, we address, in geometric
terms, the relationship between cyclic GQ's and the flocks of the quadratic cone that
they give rise to.
Acknowledgement. We thank Ilaria Cardinal! for many helpful conversations concerning the material developed in this paper.
2 Cyclic GQ
We recall the basic setup. A g-clan is a set

of q 2 χ 2 matrices over GF(q) such that the pairwise differences As — A{ for distinct
s, t e GF(q) are all anisotropic. Here / and g are permutation polynomials over
GF(q) normalized so that /(O) = 0(0) = 0. And for q = 2e the anisotropic condition
is exactly that for distinct s, t e GF(q)9 if "trace" denotes the absolute trace function,

The steps leading from a #-clan to the associated geometries have so frequently been
reviewed in the literature that we assume here that the reader is familiar with the
general process. Indeed, the review in [4] is quite suitable for our purposes. Here we
shall review only that part of the Fundamental Theorem for q-clan geometries that
deals with the representation of collineations of the associated GQ as a tensor product of two simpler actions, one on the set of lines of the GQ through the special point
(oo) and the other on the set of associated ovals.
The elation group G consists of all pairs ((a,/?),c) such that α and β are each
arbitrary pairs of elements of F = GF(q), and c e F. The binary operation in G is:
2 ),c 2 )

= (fa +a 2 ,J?, + AZ),CI + C2 + i ο α2),

where, in general, αοβ = αΡβτ, P = (° J). Writing 0 = (0,0), the center of the
group G is

For each t e F, there is a subgroup A(i) of G defined by

where, if α = (a, b\ grfa i) := uAtaT = a2f(f) + abtlf2 + b2g(t). (Note that in the literature both gu(t) and gt(a) have been used to denote this function. As we will have
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occasion to consider this function at different times for fixed α and for fixed t, we
have decided not to use these specialized notations to avoid the necessity of having to
switch notation in the middle of our arguments.) We also set,

The family / — {A(t) : t e F = F U {oo}} of subgroups of G is the so-called Kantor
family used to index the lines [A(t)\ : / e F through the point (oo) in the generalized
quadrangle 5^(#) associated with the given #-clan #.
For 0 = (0,0) Φ α 6 F2, let <^a - {(γ ® a, c) € G® : γ e F2,c ε F}.
Theorem 2.1 (1.4.1 in [7]). Each ^a is an elementary abelian group of order q3. For
nonzero α, γ e F2, 3ty = @Λ iff {α, γ} is F-linearly dependent, so we may think of the
groups ^a as indexed by the points ofPG(\,q) which in turn can be indexed by the
elements of F.
We use the elements of F to index the points of PG(1,#) as follows: y^ = (0, 1)
and yt = (1 , t) for / 6 F. So for (0, 0) φ γ = (a, b), we have γ = yb/a.
The scalar multiplication
,c) = (dy ® a, d2c) = (y® da, d2c)

(1)

turns each ^?a into a 3-dimensional vector space over F containing the center Z. Hence
there are associated projective planes ^a isomorphic to PG(2, q). Since g(da,t) =
d2g(a, /), we have
(y,i/2 ® rfa, g(dct, t)) = d(ytw ® a, 0(a, i)),
and we see that
A(t) f}@a = {d(ytM2 ® a, of(a, t)) : d e F}

(2)

corresponds to a point of the plane ^a. The elements of the GQ in such an equivalence class are called o-points. Moreover,
^ = {A(t)n^:tGF}

(3)

is an oval in ^a. (Note: oo1/2 = oo.)
Notice that Θ a and Θ β, where {α,/?} is F-linearly independent, have no point in
common, although they do have the same nucleus Z.
For more details see the Subiaco Notebook [7].
According to the Fundamental Theorem of #-clan geometry (developed in [7] for q
a power of 2), each collineation of &*(<£) that fixes the point ((0,0), 0) (and also the
point (oo)) must be induced by an automorphism of the group G determined by a
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field automorphism σ = 2i and a 4 χ 4 matrix that is the tensor product A ® Β of
two 2 x 2 matrices

AA =

04 a2
a\

and B=

Moreover, if θ = θ(σ, Α (χ) Β) is such a collineation, then
θ:[Α(ή]~[Α(ί)],

where f e F and ? =

·

(4)

Analogously, the corresponding map on the ovals is given by
0 : & H-» 05,

where s e / and J = f*^σ + f * .
Ζ?|.? +Ζ>|

(5)

Finally, we record the following useful formulas:
= θ(σ} ο σ2,Α°2Α2 ® Β?Β2).

(6)

ιΓί

).

(7)

2.1 Preliminary notation and computations. Recall that we are assuming q = 2e. Let
F = GF(q) c GF(#2) = E. Write χ = xq for ^ e E. Thus χ = χ iff ;c e F. Let /I be a
primitive element of E, so the multiplicative order of λ is |A| = q2 — 1. Put /? = A^"1,
so |j5| = q -f 1 . Then β = q = β~ι . Define 5 = ΊτΕ/Ρ(β) =β + β. More generally, for
each rational number α with denominator relatively prime to q + 1 we use the following convenient notation for the relative trace function:
(8)

.

Lemma 2.2. The following have easy proofs:

(2) [a} =
(3) [a].[b} = [a + b} + [a-b};[a} +
(4) [α]σ = [σα] /or σ = Τ& Aut(F).
(5) [

(6) The map -^· ι-> ί7+ |. j , /ΟΓ α// y e Z^+i , permutes the elements ofF in a cycle of
f/'+ll
f /+2l
q+\.Ifk=\,the map ^j-p i-> p~|, for all j e TLq+\, is the same as the
map t

„ r i + Λ More generally,

^

is the map t

.
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It will also be useful to have a generalization of the above notation. For each k,
1 < * < ?, put/?* = A*<«-'>, so \ßk\= i^g_. Tben& = /?« = /£'. Let** =ßk + ßt
and in general define (a]k = ßak + ß%. When k = 1 we suppress the subscript. Properties of this generalized notation follow easily from Lemma 2.2 and the observation
that [a]k = {ka}.
Another notational device which we will find useful when discussing herds in terms
of the #-clan functions is:
sl/2tl/2 + sg(t),

forseF,

(9)

and
£(0:=0(0=0((0,1),0·

(10)

The matrix M of the following lemma will play a fundamental role in the sequel.
Lemma 2.3. Let M = (° 0l/2) with eigenvalues ß±(l/2}. Clearly M = MT and
det(Af) = 1. The matrix M has multiplicative order q + 1, since

MJ=

(\—\ M \

W\\i\

£ll } f" W modulo g+l.

V [zJ L 2 J /

(11)

Furthermore, with P = ( ' J ) ,
[J]

has unique eigenvector (
2.2

2/4-1

[J

~']]

(12)

2/-1

Some special linear collineations.

Lemma 2.4 ([9]). The automorphism #(id,
iff
tf(j)=9(t)

® P) of G induces a collineation 0,

and iff 0) =/(/).

(13)

When this condition holds, 0(id, P® P) is an involution fixing the line [A(\)} and also
fixing the oval \. More generally, : [ ( ] *-+ [A(r1)] and 0 : 0, H-> Ör\,for t e F.
Let m be a positive integer (modulo q + 1). We are interested in determining just
when there is a collineation of &>(<») of the form = 0(id, ® M~m).
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m

) of G induces a collineation o

and
\m\

Recall from the Subiaco Notebook [7] that as an automorphism of G, θ has
the following effect:

θ = 0(id, Μ ® M~m) :
((α,β), c) » ((x, )(M ® M'"1), c + xo + M-mA0M-m

T

).

(14)

A little work shows that if t — -TJ-T, then the typical element of A(t) can be represented in the form:

2Ί 2
It follows that
0 = 0(id,M®M- m ):
2'

*] \k+\
2 '

α, [Λ:]ί(α, ί)

2

a, ί) + [fc

What does it mean for this to be in A ( t ) where t = r1 + δΐ Since ί
So Containment holds iff

+11 ΓΑ:+ 2'
"Ar+l

iff

® αΜ-"1, [%(α, ί) + [A: +

•k + 1

, t=
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n{[k + l}M~mAr>+0M-m}aT = a{[k]At + [k+ \}M~m
iff
l-+

[K]

l

for all t

[K\

iff
MmA,Mm = t(Ar>+s
A routine computation shows that

From this the statement follows.

Π

Theorem 2.6. If θ = 0(id, Μ ® M~m) is a collineation of &(<€} then θ has order q + 1
on the lines of '&*($) through the point (oo). For each integer j modulo q+\ we have
the following:
(1) 0> = 0(id, Mi ® M""J) : [A(t)\ ~ (A(t)], where I -

/<-\\

f\

7f\

~/r\

ι

-

(2) θ : Θt H-» V where t =
V ;

r=

f wy]

'

\mj— \]l+\mj]
.. Jr ,

N]H>y+l]

Γ

\k+\]

/

. /// =

τ

. 7IfΎ t = ^^γγ1, then t =
W'

[k—mj+l]
.Ί
f/

[Λ-«7]

, then t =

\i-rurii-rr

,

= -—-~—
ri+1
J } w/zere

[my+i] ·

From now on we assume that the automorphisms of G® given by θ =
0(id,Μ® M~ w ) and φ = 0(id,Ρ® Ρ) really do induce collineations of ^(^). Recall
that $? is an involution interchanging [A(t)] and [^(i"1)] and interchanging 0S and
^.-i, for t,seF.
Theorem 2.7. Ler 9j = 6j οφοθ~] = e(\a,MJPM~J ® M~mJPMmJ).
involution fixing

and fixing

Then Qj is an
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In general 9j : [A(t)] i-> [A(t)] with

Similarly, 0, : Gt *-+ 0-t with
=

+ or2

t(r2

[2mj]t + [2mj

2.3 Some semi-linear collineations. Assume that ^ is a given q-clan for which the
conditions in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 both hold. In the nonclassical case, each line
through (oo) (resp., each oval 6>t) is fixed by a unique involution. In the classical case
this is not true. However, in the computations below we assume that an involution
that turns up which fixes [^4(oo)j is the one we know about. Then we ask for necessary
and sufficient conditions on the functions / and g that give # so that there be a collineation of ^(Ή) that fixes the line [^4(oo)] and the points (oo) and ((0,0), 0) and
belongs to the field automorphism σ = 2. We state the result here and the interested
reader can find the details of the proof in [1] or [8].
Theorem 2.8. There is a collineation of ^(Ή) that fixes the line [^(oo)] and the two
points (oo) and ((0), (0),0) and which is semilinear with associated field automorphism
σ = 2 if and only if the following two equations hold:

(16)

w+ 1

/(02

m

1] \m - 3

(17)

This result is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. If there is a collineation of ^(^) that fixes the line [Λί(οο)] and the
two points (oo) and ((0), (0),0) and which is semilinear with associated field automorphism σ = 2, there are two possibilities: [A(0)] is mapped to [A(t)\ with t = δ~ι or
t = <5~l +δ. If the first case holds, then the collineation must be the following:

[l] Bl
K! M
l4j

//
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The two equations of Theorem 2.8 hold if and only if the collineation of Lemma 2.9
actually is a collineation moving [A(0)] to [^(J"1)]. By composing with the involution
/oo = #-1/2 which maps [A(t)] to [A(t + 5)], we see that both possible collineations of
Lemma 2.9 exist or both fail to exist.
The order of the collineation given in Lemma 2.9 can be determined, and the group
it generates is G ^ Cq+\ x Cie. Moreover, by L. E. Dickson we know that Cq+\ x Cie
is a maximal subgroup of PFL(2, q).
3 Some cyclic gr-clans
3.1 The unified construction of [4]. As before, λ is a primitive element of E = GF(# 2 ),
q = 2e, and let k = λ^~ι\ where l ^ k ^ q. Recall our [. . ]k notation and especially, k= k + k. Write Τ (χ) = χ + χ for χ e E, a(t) = lk/2t + lk/2, v(t) = t +
) 1/2 + l, and let tr : F -> GF(2) be the absolute trace function.
Theorem 3.1 (W. E. Cherowitzo, C. M. O'Keefe and T. Penttila [4]). Let m and k be
nonzero residues modulo q + 1 , where q + 1 does not divide km, such that

(

l\m\

f^] = l
\k,

(mod2).

(18)

Let
-

n}

w Λ (normalized) q-clan.
To see the connection with reference [4], replace their / with F, their a# with G,
and their /? with /?1/2. Notice that if either k or m is relatively prime to ^ -f 1, the
condition that q -f 1 does not divide &ra is satisfied. In particular, we see that k = 1
will always satisfy the condition. Then we have the following remarkable theorem.
Theorem 3.2 ([4]). Four infinite families ofq-clans arise:
(1) Ifm = ±l (modq + 1), then <ti(k] is the classical q-clan for all q = 2e and all k.
(2) Ifm = ±l (modq + 1) ande is odd, then ^ is the FTWKB q-clan for all k, i.e.,
equivalent to having At = ^
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(3) If m = ±5 (mod q + 1), then «<*> is the Subiaco q-clan for all q = 2e. (Note
that when e = 2 (mod 4), m divides q+\ and not all values of k will satisfy the
condition.)
(4) If m = ± i ~-J (mod q + 1) with e even, then for all k #^ is a new q-clan called an
Adelaide q-clan.
For small q there is some overlap in these four families, but for q > 16 these families are almost certainly disjoint.
Of course we would like to know that the Adelaide #-clans really do contain the
cyclic #-clans obtained by S. E. Payne, T. Penttila and G. Royle [9] (with the help of
a computer), for q = 4e, e ^ 8. We will first show that the new #-clans are cyclic.
For this purpose it will be convenient to modify the description of the #-clans
/r

j|\l/4

in the unified construction. Put /> = (* d ) with α = (L-|J
C =

( r ,rj 1

, ft = rf=l, and

· LCt

f a 2 ab b 2 0\
0 1 0 0
D=
c2 cd d2 0
0 0 0 \)
Define fk and g^ by

,1/2

9k(t)

\

= D-

F(t)
i1/2
G(t)

ι

After routine computation we find that (suppressing all fc's in the notation for
legibility)

-~ Μ , M f ,

1 2

·+ τ

and

[1]

,

,
[1]

1 1

[!][?] VW "

With a little more routine computation we can show that

/
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and

At this point we would like to express f^(t) and g^t) in terms of the square bracket
function. This involves representing 1 e F with square brackets. The choice of t = ^^
uu
for some j modulo q+ 1, while tempting, only works when gcd(fc, q + 1) = 1. To
obtain formulas that are valid fry all k we use / = ^pp for all j £ 7Lq+\ (see Lemma
2.2(6).) Our results will be written in terms of [. . .]P
Lemma 3.3. For any positive k e 7Lq+\

and

\
Proof. The details, although somewhat routine, are rather lengthy. Since they are
similar for fk and g k we just barely sketch them and only for fa.
Observe that v(t) = t + (Skt) 1/2 + 1 = (t + ßk) }/2(t + ßk) 1/2. Then, considering
Equation 21, first rewrite the expression
T(a(t)mßl/2)

(ßl/2t

[k]
It is routine to show that for / = ^pr, —^ = J and —§^ = /?/.
Then after a few
l
[7] H-A ^
r+A
steps
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[j]

Now return to Equation 21 and put the pieces together over a common denominator
(except for the piece involving i1/2), using the fact that a product of brackets is easily
written as a sum, and vice versa, to obtain the desired result.
3.2 Collineations for the unified construction. The following theorem shows that
every GQ arising from the unified construction is cyclic in the sense of [9] i.e., it
admits a collineation #(id, ® M~m) which permutes the lines through (oo) in a
cycle of length q + 1 .
Theorem 3.4. The q-clan functions given by Equations 21 and 22 satisfy all six conditions of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 and Theorem 2.8.
Proof The conditions in Lemma 2.4 are easy to check. Those of Lemma 2.5 are
routine but more tedious and similar to each other. Here we give the details for the
first one. Verifying the two conditions of Theorem 2.8 is also routine, but very
lengthy. The interested reader can again find the details of these computations in [7]
or [8].
For the first condition of Lemma 2.5 we need to show that

= (m- \}kfk(t) +

L

fc^l
L

fe]
z

hl h

i1/2 + [m]kgk(t).

(25)

Throughout this computation we shall suppress the fc's of the notation for clarity.
Start with the left hand side and do some special pieces of the computation
first: a(S)mß1'2 = ß(3m~l}/2; ( ) = 1; TT(a(S)mßl/2) = Pr1]· So [!]/(<*) = [*±* +
Next, compute v(rl + ) = v(t)rl; a(r{ +<5) =ßa(t)rl, so
T(a(rl +S)mß1/2) _
~
v ( r i +<$)">-!

T(a(t)mßm-{/2)
tv(t)m~l

Then with several terms cancelling we find:

Now we begin with the right hand side of Equation 25 which is
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[m-l]

-ΐϊτ|

+. m-11
ί +

rm

. m — 1] \m

,/2

\m-\

[m]
[1] H

2

Consider the summands one at a time. First, the constant term equals

[1]
The coefficient of t equals

[1]
1 2

The coefficient off / is

ffl
Finally, we consider the term

a(t)m(

m

(

m

+

m

))

l/2

}

\ m-\

When we compare this with Equation 26, we see that we have equality.
4

Π

The isomorphism theorem

The following theorem shows that the GQ's obtained from the unified construction
for different values of k are isomorphic.
/nu\l/2

Theorem 4.1. Let μ = (jjjj

,.

«

1

(~7^}

\

= det(A) where we put

1

4

J
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Then θ(ιά,Α ® Β] is an isomorphism from GQ(W>] to GQ(W ') mapping [A(co)] to
[^(oo)]^ andin general mapping [A(t)] to [A(t)]k where t = |r|f + [?| · In particular, if
ί=

Ί7Γ? then ~t = ~W'

Proof. By the Fundamental Theorem of [7] we must show that if

A>t =

\0

gk(t))'

and At is the corresponding #-clan matrix when k = 1, then
Aj + At Ξ μΒ~^ AtE~T.

(27)

First check that det(£) = 1, so that

ZUM]

Using Equation 1.1 of [7] we easily compute that μΒ~ιΑίΒ~τ = jjr (* ^), where

Γ(Α: - l)(m - 1) - 21 Uk - l)(m - 1)1

1/2

^
1/2

It is quite easy to check that the entry in the (1,2) position on left hand side of
Equation 27 equals the entry in the (1,2) position on the right hand side. It is not so
easy to check the entries in the (1,1) positions and the (2,2) positions, but the details
are quite similar for the two positions. We give fairly complete details for the (1,1)
positions and leave the details for the other case as an exercise for the reader.
First consider the left hand side. So
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fk(t) +/*(5) = Λ (η±ρ) +Λ (^pp

[/n*]/

l·

/[A: - 1]V/2

[i]
_

+ 1] + [^("r1) - « +y] + [fcfr1) - "» -y]

,

Now for the entry ^ in the (1,1) position of the right hand side we obtain

2
f(fc-l)(m-l)-2] f(A:-l)(m-l)1
+

+

ί

4

j |— «—J

[l]

[i]

M

[(fc-l)(m-l)-2l
• tyl L

V [/]

2

ni]

r(Ar-l)(m-l)-2l [(

J+ L

4

Jl
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. Consider the coefficient of W. If we write a =

2
then this coefficient has the form
— = 1, which equals the corresponding coefficient on the left hand side. For the remaining terms, continue to use
a = (*-iXm-i) ^ so k(m-i) = fl + m _ ^ Expand out the products on the right hand side
and multiply through by the denominator [!][/]. Two terms cancel, leaving the following six terms:

m

Π

m

Γ

-

m

31

m

-

Γ

m
m

When the terms on the left hand side above are expanded in the same fashion,
exactly the same terms appear, completing this part of the proof.
Π
5
5.1

The herd cover and the magic action of [6]

Definition of the herd cover. Recall the planes ^a and their ovals

where <. . .>i denotes an equivalence class with respect to the scalar multiplication in
the GQ.
For each λ e F* and a fixed α φ (0,0) the mapping π fa : ^?α —> PG(2, q) :
<(y ® λα, A 2 c)>i t-»· <(/ 2) , A 2 c)> 2 is an isomorphism of planes, where <. . .>2 denotes
an equivalence class of the scalar multiplication in the vector space underlying
PG(2, q). η^ maps 0a to the oval

= {(1, r, λ V/W + abt^ + b2g(t)}) :teF}o {(0, 1,0)}

(28)

provided that α = (a,b) φ (0,0). Unfortunately, π fa Φ πνα if λ ^ ν. This leads to the
situation where, corresponding to the oval 0a = Ofa in ^?a there are q - 1 projectively
equivalent ovals in PG(2,#), namely, {Ofa : λ e F*}. There are two approaches that
we may take in working with this correspondence. We could associate the oval (9a
with the set {Ofa : λ e F*}, which we refer to as an oval cover, or we can select a
representative from the set to associate with 0Λ (this is referred to as normalizing).
The first approach more accurately reflects the relations in the GQ, but the second
approach is easier to deal with computationally.
For the remainder of this paper we shall adopt the following convention, α will
always indicate an element of PG(1,#) of the form (l, s1/2), s E F or (0, 1). In par-
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ticular, we will always have α Φ (Ο, 0). An arbitrary element of F2 will be denoted by
Aa with λ e F.
Normalization is equivalent to choosing, for each α e PG(1,#), one specific value
Λα Ε F* and using only the isomorphisms π^Λ. The set of q+ 1 ovals of PG(2,#)
obtained in this way is called a herd of ovals corresponding to the #-clan ^. A priori
there appears to be no reason to choose one normalization over another. In fact,
from the literature it can be seen that one of the authors is fond of the normalization
λΛ = 1, for all a, while the other author has often chosen Aa so that #(Λ α α, 1) = 1, for
all a. These different normalizations produce different sets of ovals to be called herds
of ovals for the same #-clan. From this point of view, a herd of ovals, depending as
it does on the normalization, is not a fundamental object. Furthermore, as we shall
see in the following sections, normalization can have a confounding effect on the
computation of automorphism groups.
For these reasons we prefer to take the first approach and define the herd cover,
3tf(y>\ of the g-clan # as the set of q + 1 oval covers in PG(2, q) associated to the
ovals 0Λ of the planes ^a. That is,
)}

(29)

where
[^«] = {^:AeF*}.

(30)

This definition is consistent with the terminology introduced in [2] for a more general setting provided the indices α are interpreted as points of a conic in PG(2, q). In
the current context this distinction is not relevant.
An o-permutation for PG(2,#) is a permutation polynomial / over F = GF(#) of
degree at most q-2 with /(O) = 0 satisfying the condition that v(x) =
x φ ο, ϋ(0) = Ο is a permutation for each t e F. The set of points

forms an oval in PG(2,#) passing through the origin and having nucleus (0,0, 1) if
and only i f / is an o-permutation. If /(I) = 1 then an o-permutation / is called an
o-polynomial.
It was first proved in [3] that if there are o-permutations / and g with /(O) =
0(0) = 0 for which //(/) = /(/) + (si)1'2 +sg(t] is an o-permutation for all s e F,
then

0

g(t)

is a q-clan. We point out the obvious statement that for seF, f * ( t ) is an opermutation if and only if /l/7(0 is an o-permutation for all λ e F*.
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Since herd covers and g-clans are equivalent objects in some sense, there ought to
be a close connection between the automorphism group of the herd cover and the
automorphism group of the associated GQ. Since the members of a herd cover are
the projections of the oval sets which live in G®, there also ought to be a direct connection with Aut(G®).
We define the automorphism group GQ of the herd cover ^(Ή) to be the subgroup
of PFL(3,#) that induces a permutation of the oval covers of J^(^). Under this
definition, the automorphism group of a herd of ovals would naturally be the group
induced on a herd of ovals by the automorphism group of the corresponding herd
cover. We note that the induced group of the herd of ovals depends on the normalization used to define the herd of ovals.
The set
^(tf) = {&:«6PG(l, ? )}

(31)

of q 4- 1 ovals of the planes ^?a is called the profile of the herd cover «#*(#). Clearly,
the automorphism group of a herd cover is isomorphic to the automorphism group
of the profile of that herd cover which in turn is induced by a subgroup of Aut(G®).
We frequently use this correspondence in the computations which follow. We have
chosen to define the automorphism group in terms of the herd cover rather than the
profile of the herd cover for a reason that is not central to this work. Namely, herd
covers exist in a more general context but the profiles do not and we prefer to keep
our definitions generalizable.
Put

Clearly

It is easy to show that any subgroup of G® spanned by any two distinct "points" of Τ
and lying entirely in Τ must either lie in some Sfy or in some #a. Recall that the elements of the GQ which form the equivalence classes that are the points of an oval in
^a are called o-points. Specifically, the set {yyt ® du., g(da, t)) : d e F^} of non-zero
vectors in ΑΛ(ί) = A(t) Π^ α which correspond to a point of the oval ύ?α are o-points.
Let p\ and p2 be any two distinct o-points lying in some S£y. Then p\ -p2 = Pi also
lies in £?r Hence any θ G Aut(G®) that induces a permutation of the o-points maps
all three points p\ , pi, pi to o-points for which the third is the "sum" of the first two.
Hence the three images also lie in the same J2y/. This implies that θ must also permute
the £fy among themselves. Also, the points of Τ that are o-points and lie in some 5fy
lie on the line that is the member of the 4-gonal family in 5£y. Hence θ must permute
the members of the 4-gonal family, i.e., θ induces a collineation of the GQ ^(^). As
θ clearly fixes (0, 0, 0), the Fundamental Theorem tells us what form θ must have. We
have shown that
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Theorem 5.1. The automorphism group GO of the herd cover Jtf^ ) is isomorphic to the
group of automorphisms of '!?($) that fix the points (oo) and (0,0,0).
Note: In the above argument we did not use the assumption that θ e Aut(G®) permutes the ovals, but we only used the fact that it permutes the o-points among themselves. But of course since such a θ induces an automorphism of the GQ, it will have
to permute the ovals among themselves.
Let θ = 0(σ, Α ® Β) Ε G0. Suppose A = (% % ) = (^ ^ ), u = det(4), 1 =
det(5). By specializing the general form of a collineation of &*(<&) (see [7], Theorem
1.9.1), and writing our vectors as column vectors, we see, after a little routine computation, that the action of θ on the points of Τ is given by:
θ = θ(σ,Α®Β) :
(γ® α, r) ^ (ATyff®BT^,ura

+ y2^(^TBCBTocff,(^)TBEBTOLff)T),

(32)

where C = α\Α(αιΙα^ = aAc/a and E = a\A^la^= bAd/b.
In general, θ : 3%* —> &ΒΤ&°* so the oval ^α in ^α is mapped to the oval ®BTOL° in
$Βτχσ' (The herd cover, however, is contained in one plane PG(2,#).)
Now θ induces a map 0 = θ(σ, Α® Β) on the herd cover. After a little computation we can write the effect of θ on the points of an oval G^ as a matrix equation.
This equation will turn out to be quite useful a little later.

(33)

where w -

5.2 The magic action of O'Keefe & Penttila. Let & = {f : F -* F \ /(O) = 0}. Each
element of ^ can be expressed as a polynomial in one variable of degree at
most q — 1, and 3? is naturally a vector space over F. For f ( i ) = Σαίίι Ε ^ and
σ e Aut(F), put f a ( t ) = Σα?? = (/(ί1/σ))σ. Start with the group PFL(2,^) acting
on the projective line PG(1, q),
PrL(2,^) = [χ ^ Αχσ : A e GL(2,?),a 6 Aut(,F)}.
We are going to construct an action Λ? : PFL(2, ^) -> Sym^ of PFL(2, ^r) on the
set J^.
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For each / e & and each ψ e PFL(2,#), where ^ : χ »-> Αχσ for A = (ac bd) e
GL(2, g) and σ e Aut(F), let the image of/ under Λ^(^) be the function \j/f : F —> F
such that
(34)

Lemma 5.2. Jt is an action (called the magic action) o/PFL(2, q) on the set 3F whose
kernel contains (so equals) the set of scalar matrices αϊ : Ο Φ a e F that form the center
ofPrL(2,g).
Lemma 5.3. The function f e $* defined by f ( t ) = t1/2 is fixed by every φ e PFL(2, q)
under the magic action.
Lemma 5.4. The magic action ofPTL(2,q) on & is (projective) semi-linear and the
magic action of the subgroup PGL(2,#) is (projective) linear.
O'Keefe and Penttila [6] proceed to use the magic action in the study of ovals
and herds of ovals. However, if we shift to the examination of oval covers and
herd covers, the 3? setting for the magic action is not optimal. Since !F is a vector
space over F, we can pass to the projective space & whose points </> are the 1dimensional subspaces of J^ spanned by a nonzero / e 3F . It is easy to see that for all
λ e F*9 ψ (λ/) = \a\l/f, and so, the magic action can be lifted to &. By a fairly common abuse of notation we will continue to use φ to denote the result of the magic
action on the points of J^, i.e., ι/Κ/> := <Ά/)· We will now state further results of [6]
in the J^ setting. This has the additional advantage of permitting a more natural
phrasing of these results.
We will use the following notation. Let 0(/) = {(!,*,/(*)) : t e F} U {(0, 1,0)} for
any o-permutation /. That is, 2(f) is an oval in PG(2, q). For any primitive element
ξ of F define
(35)

a set of points in PG(q,q) for any o-permutation /. Then ^(/) is a coordinate
representation of an oval cover. The oval cover can be recovered by projecting the
coordinates .xo>*i>*/ of %(/) into the same PG(2,#) for each /, 2 ^ / ^ q. Notice
that if we rearrange, in any way, the last q — 1 coordinates of ^(/), these projections will give the same oval cover. We should therefore consider two of these sets to
be equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by such a rearrangement. The
equivalence classes may be described by
®«/>) = {(\rt,f(t}S)\ Β is a permutation matrix, / e F},
where J\t) = (f(t), ξ f ( i ) , <f/(i),..., <f ~2/(0) for any fixed primitive element ξ e F.
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Note that, as a special case,
and ^(/) will be equivalent for different primitive elements ξ and μ.
The next theorem is what makes the magic action useful to us.
Theorem 5.5. Let f e ^ be an o-permutation for PG(2, q) and let ψ e PFL(2, q) be
\l/ : χ ι-> Αχσ for A = (ac bd] e GL(2, q) and σ e Aut(F). Then f e iK/> & also an opermutation. In fact, for any o-permutation /, 2^(\l/f) = \jjf@(f) where ι/y : χ Η-> AfXa
(xeF3)for

a
c

Af =

b
d

In terms of oval covers^ we have &
such that ij/<fy : χ H-> A<f>xff (x e Fq+l)for
A

<f> =

A
D

0
0

(36)

>®f (/) vv/zere ψ^ 6 PFL(# -h 1, q) is

(37)

where

D=

v
Proof. We only consider the oval cover extension of this result. By the first part of the
theorem, for { a primitive element of F and 0 < / < q - 1, ^(ψξ'/) = ψξ,^(ξ^).
Since ®W?f) = ®(ξσίφη the result follows.
Π
Corollary 5.6. Let f e ^ be an o-permutation, and let ψ 6 PrL(2, q). #ΊΚ/> = </>,
then fas is in the stabilizer of3>(Xf) in PTL(3,q)for each λ e F*. Thus, ψ^ is in the
stabilizer o
The next theorem is crucial to the further development of the theory. Unfortunately,
the proof given in [6] is flawed, so we will provide a corrected proof of this result.
Theorem 5.7. Let f and g be o-permutations for which £$(f) and &(g) are equivalent
under PFL(3, q). Then there exists ψ e PFL(2, q) such that iK/> =
Proof. For Ο Φ k e F, 3d(kf)

and 3>(g) are also equivalent. Suppose η : χ ι-» Βχ°
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(ePHL(3,0)) satisfies η2(ο) = 3>(kf). Since η fixes (0,0,1), ?/(l,0,0) e 3>(kf),
;;(0, 1, 0) e 2>(kf), it follows easily that Β has the form
α
c

for some a, b, c,d,z e GF(q) with ad + be φ 0 and ζ ^ 0. From

we can compute that

Thus, 0(0*= ©Mf'Vo/iO where <Ao -x^A'x with Λ' - (dc ba)eGL(2,q). We
then have g(t) = ®l/*\A'\l/(7ff)W(t) where ^ : x ~ (Α'γ'σχι/σ. Hence,
'
, and so ^</>= <^>.
D
Comment. It should be noted that the above proof shows that the result is more
general than stated. No properties of o-permutations were used. Besides the inclusion
of the points (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0) in £&(f) and &(g), the only requirement is that the
projectivity between them fixes the point (0,0, 1) (whether or not this point is considered to be in the sets or even related to them). This comment also applies to the
following corollary.
Corollary 5.8. Let f be an o-permutation in 2F . Then each element of the stabilizer of
®«/>) is of the form $<fyfor some φ 6 PrL(2,#) such that iK/> = </>·
Lemma 5.9. Let\l/:x\-+ Αχσ for A e GL(2, q) and σ e Aut(F). If

then so is
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Remark 5.10. This can also be stated in terms of herd covers or herds of ovals.
O'Keefe and Penttila normalize the herd cover by insisting that the ovals of the herd
always contain the point (1,1,1). So they write their #-clans in the form

ο

\
-·*···<*?/'

where yb(l) = /oo(l) — 1 and κ is some fixed element with tr(jc) = 1. In their formulas for /O'(0> /»(O and Λ'(0> ^ey should have written (in their notation and correcting the last two so that /^(l) = 1).

(38)
,

where ^/„(IW.OK.

(39)

Their lemma then states that if {@(fs) · s e F} is a herd of ovals, so is
{&(fsr) :seF}. It then follows that if {^(OS>) : s e F} represents a herd cover, so
5.3 The automorphism group of <&(<£). Let tf(<g) = {@(fs) : s e F} and tf (%') =
{2(fi) : t e F} be herds of two herd covers &(<#) and jf(«"). O'Keefe and Penttila [6] define an isomorphism θ : jfc(<g) -> £(&) to be a pair Θ = (φ, π) where
φ e PFL(2, q) and π is a permutation of the elements of F such that \l/fs e C/wj)) for
all s e F.
Put GO = Aut(^f (*)) = {θ : $(<£} -* jP(<g) | (9 is an isomorphism}.
Remark 5.11. O'Keefe and Penttila observe that GO is the stabilizer of the herd
cover {(fsy : s e F} in PFL(2, q) under the magic action. We are not happy with this
approach to defining the automorphism group since it presupposes that all "isomorphisms" are magic actions without providing any justification for that assumption. We believe that they were led to this because of the difficulty of working with
herds of ovals. By passing to herd covers, these difficulties evaporate and it is possible
to provide the more natural definition that we have given.
Remark 5.12. They go on to calculate the group GO for the known herds of ovals. For
both the classical and the FTWKB herds of ovals they get the same answer, the
group PFL(2, q). We find this unsatisfactory. In the classical case the group GO of the
profile of the herd cover (which is also the group of the GQ fixing the points (0, 0, 0)
and (oo)) is larger than the group GO of the herd of ovals. And the induced stabilizer
of an oval (i.e., a conic) in the classical case is smaller than the full stabilizer of that
conic. This would be impossible to detect under the "magic action" definition since
GO — PFL(2, q) in the classical case is the largest possible group permitted by that
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definition. The classical situation also provides an example of the difference between
working with herd covers and working with herds of ovals. In the classical case,
the automorphism θ_= 0(id,/<8> P) of G® is a collineation of the GQ &($} that
permutes the ovals s according to the rule s ι-» s~l, and so, may be considered as
an_ element of GO, the automorphism_ group of the herd cover. The herd cover
{[Os] :seF} of the classical herd has [0J = {^(/U1/2) : λ e F*} for each s e F. Now,
if we normalize so that [0J is represented by @(st112) for seF* and ^(i1/2) for
,s = 0, oo, then θ will be expressed faithfully in the automorphism group of this herd
of ovals. On the other hand, if we normalize so that [0J is represented by ^(i1/2) for
all s € F (which is the normalization used by O'Keefe and Penttila) then 0 induces the
identity on this herd of ovals. This cannot happen in a nonclassical situation, since
then the automorphisms of the herd cover faithfully induce automorphisms of any
herd of ovals and GO and GO are the same (see below). Thus, although the two definitions generally lead to the same groups, we believe that our definition properly
handles the classical case. This is also consistent with the belief that the classical case
should be distinguishable from the FTWKB case, where the ovals are nonconical
translation ovals.
5.4 Aut(5^(<<i)), GO and G0. The fact that Ji is an action implies that (Jt(\l/))~l =
). Hence for each nonzero g e 3F there is a nonzero / 6 3F for which <#> =
Recall the notation of Equation 33. Then put f ( t ) = \l/ }g(BTota,t), i.e.,
t) = \l/f for ψ :x^(ac bd}xa. Also, let μ = λ2.
We can then use 0 to define

a
c

l
t
M)
(α, t)

\jM«- 2 ff(a,0/

b
d

v

0
0
u
0

0
0
0
u

0\
l
\
0 (
t
0
0(«, 0
0
μg(<*., t)

-b) ° o ··· w"/

\ /^~20(a, 0 ι
(40)

Comparing this with Equation 37 we see that

(41)
By Theorem 5.5 / is an o-permutation and

Since
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^(0(a, 0) ~ ®μ·(9(Βτ*σ, 0),

(42)

it must be that &μ(/) = @ (g(a, /)). It follows that </(*)> = <0(«, 0>This proves the following important theorem.
Theorem 5.13. If ^ is a q-clan, then

θ(σ, (A r
/or a// a 6 PG( 1 , #), where ψ : χ Η-* ^χσ.
In [6] π(#) is defined to be the subspace of & spanned by f(t\ ll/2 and g(t), the qclan functions. In the classical case π(#) is 1-dimensional and for any A e GL(2,#),
σ e Aut(F) and any Β e SL(2, #), if ^ : χ >-» (^(2)) τχσ, automatically ^<0(a, /)> =
<^((^ (2) ) Γ α σ , /)>. However, following Lemma 13 of [6] it is shown (see also [2]) that
if # is nonclassical, then π(^) is 3-dimensional and no two herd functions are even in
the same 1-dimensional space. Hence if ψ is given, and σ is given, clearly only one Β
can exist. (This also follows from Theorem 1.10.3 of [7].) This then implies
Corollary 5.14. If^ is a non-classical q-clan, then GQ = GQ.

6

The flock model

The material in this section is not new, it is implicit in [7] and has been cited as such
in [6] (see Theorem 12). We take this opportunity to make explicit the connections
between some automorphisms of the GQ, magic actions and derivation, especially in
the context of cyclic GQ.
In odd characteristic there is a geometric construction of a flock GQ due to Knarr.
In this construction a set of q + 1 points called a BLT-set is used. To each of these
points there is associated a cone having the point as vertex. These q + 1 cones have
the property that, fixing any one of them, the intersections of the other cones with the
fixed cone form a flock of the fixed cone. These flocks are called derived flocks. The
derived flocks need not be projectively equivalent, but they do not give rise to different flock GQ's (just reparameterizations of the same flock GQ.)
Knarr's construction does not work in even characteristic, and BLT sets don't exist.
However, if one describes the derived flocks algebraically, the description carries over
to the even characteristic case, giving new flocks (but again, no new GQ's.) Given a
flock, a derived flock (with respect to an element s e GF(#)) is obtained by applying
the following operator to each function that defines the flock:

We first observe that derivation is a magic action.
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Lemma 6.1. If A = ( s{ ^ ) and σ = id then the image off^^
ψα : χ H-> Ax, is the function \l/sf(i) — t(f(t~l + s) +f(s)}.
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under Jt(il/s), where

For each s e F, there is an automorphism (a shift-flip) of G® defined by

)· (43)
Also put /oo = id : G® -> G®.
As an automorphism of G®, certainly 4 maps the 4-gonal family /(%!) to another
4-gonal family. Fortunately, we can recognize the new 4-gonal family as arising from
a <?-clan which we denote by V' — {A',s : teF}. For u e F, consider the image under
i,, 5 e F, of the typical element of A(u).
is · (7.1/2 Θ α, 0(a, «)) = (a, M1/2a, g(u, «)) ·-» ((λ1/2 + M 1/2 )a, a, 0(a, 11) + g(a, 5))
- (( 1 , (s + κ)-'/2) ® (i '/2 + κ1/2)«,?(a, «) + g(a, s)) (if « ^ s).
(44)

This element of G® must be in Ais((s + w)" 1 ). Hence the matrix A's

(s + u) [(AU + AS). Put i = (s + u) \sou = s+rl.Then
_1

Ι

A\* = r(^i j+r i + Λ),

ι

(Ή·")

. must equal

for all r, s e F.

(45)

Note: If u = s in Equation 44 above, it is clear that

Thus, if

Equation 45 can be stated as

In terms of flocks, we see that ^(^is] is a derived flock
The following result is basically a corollary of the Fundamental Theorem.
Theorem 6.2 ([7], Theorem 1.10.4). Let ^ be a normalized q-clan. Then there is an
automorphism θ of &(<$) mapping [A(s)\ to [A(u)]9 s,ueF, iff the flocks 3?(< is) and
lu
) are projectively equivalent.
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We now turn specifically to the cyclic GQ case.
The conditions of Lemma 2.5 imply that &(<£) and its derived flock ^(^Ιδ) are
projectively equivalent. Thus, by Theorem 6.2, the collineation θ = 0(id, Μ ® M~m)
of &($} maps [A(ao)] to [Α(δ)] = [A([l])]. By Theorem 2.6 θ has order q + 1 on the
lines of &(V) through the point (oo) mapping ^
to
1 ± U . Since by
Lemma 2.6 (6) as j runs through the values 0, 1 , . . . , < / , ~γ runs through the elements
of Fy we see that all the derived flocks of ^(^} are projectively equivalent, and θ
induces a cyclic action on them.
We conclude with a slightly amusing comment, considering the title of this paper.
As we have shown, the cyclic collineation of &*(*£), which defines this class of GQ's,
expresses itself in several ways in the corresponding flock model. Above, we have
shown how it induces a cyclic action on the derived flocks. In the previous section
we have shown that it induces a cyclic action on the herd cover. This is also reflected
in the various herds of ovals which can be obtained from this herd cover, but one
must work modulo scalar multiplication in those settings. The cyclic action in the GQ
also induces a cyclic action on the generators of the quadratic cone in PG(3,#). This
follows immediately from the correspondence between the generators and the herd
cover expounded upon in [2], but can also be seen from Theorem 1.14.1 of [7]. About
the only place where you do not see this cyclic action expressed is in the #-clan associated with &>(<£)!
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